
you think is significant about using the particular name in each
verse. What does the name emphasize about the Lord’s
character or actions?

Isaiah 13–14

Babylon and Lucifer

Isaiah 13–14, like Isaiah 10, contains prophecies about the
destruction of a country that conquered the Lord’s covenant
people. In Isaiah 10, the prophecy was about Assyria, the
country that conquered the Northern Kingdom between
approximately 725–721 B.C. Isaiah 13–14 tells about Babylon,
the country that conquered Judah between approximately
600–588 B.C. Ancient Babylon was one of the wealthiest and
most worldly empires in history. Consequently, the Lord used
Babylon as a symbol of people who focus on the things of the
world and as a contrasting image of Zion and heaven. The
prophesied destruction of Babylon in Isaiah 13 symbolizes what
will happen to those who fight against the people of God and
those whose hearts are set upon the things of the world instead
of the things of God.

Isaiah 14 is more especially about the king of Babylon, whom
Isaiah compared to Lucifer, or Satan. Because of the writings in
this chapter, we learn more about how Lucifer became Satan
and also about what will yet happen to him and his followers.

Understanding the Scriptures

Isaiah 14

Studying the Scriptures
Do activity A as you study Isaiah 13–14.

Why Would You Follow Him?

1. Isaiah 14:12–14 tells us about how Lucifer became Satan.
What do you find most interesting about what Isaiah said?

2. Read Doctrine and Covenants 76:25–27 and Moses 4:1–4 and
write about additional concepts you learn about the fall of
Lucifer.

3. According to Isaiah 14:4–11, 15–20, what will eventually
happen to Lucifer?

4. What additional information do you learn from Doctrine and
Covenants 76:30, 33, 36–38, 44–46?

5. One of the reasons we try to learn about Jesus Christ is so we
can follow His example and be more like Him. The scriptures
briefly mention how Satan became the devil so we can
identify what we must do to avoid following him. As you
think about what you read in Isaiah 14 about Lucifer’s fall,
write about why what you learned helps you want to follow
Jesus Christ’s example more fully. Also write about how you
will be better able to avoid Satan and his temptations because
of what you learned.

Isaiah 15–23

Prophecies against
Nations That Do Not

Serve the Lord

Isaiah 15–23 contains several prophecies about the destruction
of nations surrounding Israel. By revealing to Israel and Judah
that all surrounding nations would be destroyed, the Lord gave
them good reasons to trust Him instead of trusting in any
treaties or alliances with these neighboring countries.

Isaiah 15–16 contains prophecies about Moab (see Bible
map 10). The country is named after Moab, who was the son
of Lot’s eldest daughter (see Genesis 19:37) and who settled in
that country with his family. The Moabites often battled with
the Israelites, but at this time the Israelites might have
considered an alliance with Moab helpful in overcoming their
enemies.

Isaiah 17 gives a prophecy directed to Damascus (Syria) and
Ephraim (the Northern Kingdom). Damascus and Ephraim
joined together in an alliance to conquer Judah, but before they
could attack, the Assyrians came from the north and destroyed
the two would-be conquerors. Isaiah 17 records a prophecy of
the destruction of these two nations and some of the
destruction’s effects upon the two nations.

Isaiah 18 speaks to a land “beyond the rivers of Ethiopia” (v. 1).
Most translators name this land Cush (see footnote 1c), which
some think was a nation south of Egypt. Chapter 18 is more
hopeful than many of the chapters in this section, and there is
much disagreement about what chapter 18 refers to or means. 
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Cleave (v. 1)—Join together

Captives (v. 2)—Prisoners

Oppressors (vv. 2, 4)—Those
who rule over and hurt others

Sceptre (v. 5)—Staff
representing authority to rule

Hindereth (v. 6)—Stops

Pomp (v. 11)—Pride

Viols (v. 11)—Musical
instruments

Renowned (v. 20)—Spoken of

Bittern (v. 23)—A porcupine
(animal with sharp quills 
on its back)

Disannul (v. 27)—Stop

Rod (v. 29)—Weapon of war

Dissolved (v. 31)—Destroyed
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